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Containing star charts, a guide to the constellations, and details about seasons and the 
movement of the objects we see in the sky, this classic book makes H. A. Rey's passion for 
astronomy evident on every page.Second edition updates concentrate on the planetary 
and solar system information in the latter part of the book. Facts and figures for each 
planet have been revised, and new scientific information has been added, such as Pluto's 
reclassification as a dwarf planet.Book Details:Format: PaperbackPublication Date: 
9/22/2008Pages: 72Reading Level: Age 9 and Up

Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious 
George, one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favorites like Spotty 
and Pretzel. But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly 
recognizable icon. After the Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript 
for the original Curious George, the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 
Curious George titles followed, with 75 million books sold worldwide. Curious George has 
been successfully adapted into a major motion picture and an Emmy-winning television 
show on PBS. www.curiousgeorge.com.
Grade 4-6-This much-needed update of Rey's classic work (Houghton, 1976) features a 
cleaner typeface but retains the layout and most of the graphics of the previous edition. 
Some images, such as the picture of a spaceship, are dated but maintain, along with the 
small elves who guide readers through the book, all of the original charm. The primary 
update, featured on the cover, involves the change in Pluto's status; a great touch is the 
inclusion of definitions for "planet" and "dwarf planet" to help readers understand exactly 
why there are now only eight planets in our solar system. Statistical data, particularly for 
sizes and distances between the Sun and the planets, are updated; the planet finder now 
covers the years 2007 through 2016; and there is a new list of books for further reading. 
With its enduring appeal, current information, and exceptional sky charts to help find 
constellations, stars, and planets, this revision should be an essential purchase for all 
libraries.-Jeffrey A. French, formerly at Willoughby-Eastlake Public Library, Willowick, OH 
Copyright � Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Other Books
The Constellations and How to Find Them, This work has been selected by scholars as 
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. 
This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other 
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity 
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we 
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made 
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has 
been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original 
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of 
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this 
knowledge alive and relevant.
�����. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of 
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the 
United States of America, and possibly other nations."
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